Visualization of Water Formation in the PEMFC and the Effects of Interfacial Pressure on Its Performance
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ABSTRACT

The design trend of the state-of-art PEMFC is moving into larger area and higher current, the water and thermal management of a PEMFC stack becomes much more complex and important than just a single cell. Since both the flooding and dry-up problems influence the mass transfer inside the PEMFC and hence deteriorate its performance, in this propose project. A proton exchanges membrane fuel cell to probe into transparent form Serpentine channel with the experiment in this research, Use the of micro-flow visualization system in order to observe the formation of water. In the mean time measured under different entries is distributed actually, And use the pressure film into the pressure of contacting to spread floor and flow the contact pressure among a board to the gas. It is visual to assemble the interface pressure further, and the quantity mixed with the relevant physical quantity is examined, The ones that to probe into water of the fuel cell and heat and turn into the mechanism and assemble between the interface pressures are closed and connecting with. play important roles.
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